
EMEA Review

Introduction 

Welcome to our first quarterly review of the EMEA energy and commodity markets. Since 2008 
Commodity Search Partners have taken an active role in hiring the most talented individuals 
on behalf of our clients. Our aim is to keep you informed around market moves, key topics and 
hiring trends.

Each quarter we will also include a market report, in this publication you will find a guest post 
by Alex Lee on the LNG market.

We expect 2017 to be another year of change or as Barclays have predicted ‘Black Swan 
Threats’.  Here are some of the key themes we will be looking out for!

Hedge Funds come to the fore. We have seen a significant increase in hedge fund activity in 
the market, many of whom provide a particularly attractive remuneration schemes albeit within 
a more unforgiving trading environment.  A number of new funds, as well as Macro funds who 
have not previously had a commodities presence, have entered the market and this increase 
of speculative capital has made life very difficult for traders looking to market fundamentals to 
determine their trading strategies. Expect the flow of top tier traders to Hedge Funds continue 
this year! 

2017 is likely to remain a challenging environment for the large agricultural players as low mar-
gins, a capital intensive supply chain and in general low commodity prices all make for lower 
profits.  We won’t be surprised if we see continued consolidation and further mergers until com-
modity prices increase which is forecasted towards the end of ’17.

Love him or loathe him, we anticipate Donald Trump’s term to create opportunities in the energy 
markets.  He has made some telling signals with his choice of secretary of state, ex ExxonMobil 
Chief Exec Rex Tillerson, and he has well documented his fondness of fossil fuels and plans 
to reignite the traditional rust belt activities.  2016 was a record year for our New York and Los 
Angeles offices and early signs are that this is set to continue.

And finally, we are waiting to see the inevitable development of the LNG spot market and expect 
2017 to be the year that LNG hiring is dominated by short term trading rather than longer term 
physical investments or mid to long term origination.  There will certainly be plenty of activity in 
the marketing space with a number of countries such as South Africa, Jamaica and Bangladesh 
seeking to take advantage of low prices and accelerate their plans to import LNG.

Whether you are a mid Distillates Trader, a Meteorologist or a CRO, we have a consultant dedi-
cated to working exclusively within your market (and more than likely another in Asia and in The 
Americas) so please get in touch and we can put you in contact with the most relevant person.  

Thanks for reading.

Chris Powell, CEO - Commodity Search Partners



As LNG trading takes off, talent is in hot demand 

By Alex Lee, Principal Consultant, Singapore

Historically, liquified natural gas (LNG) has not been traded as a commodity in the same way 
as oil, gas and metals, with the market dominated instead by capital-intensive LNG producers 
looking to sell supplies on a long-term basis. In recent years, however, we have seen the mar-
ket become more liquid. With the emergence of lower gas and oil prices globally, this has led 
more traders to move into the LNG market, which tends to offer high margin opportunities, but 
in the context of high risk.

With relatively few people in the market capable of trading LNG, trading talent that is able to 
identify unconventional sources of supply, and customers, is in hot demand. LNG profession-
als tend to come out of the major producers, such as Shell, Chevron and ConocoPhillips, but 
even there, the skillsets are often focused on selling rather than trading. We now see a growing 
desire in the LNG market globally for people who can not only sell, but also buy, as LNG be-
comes more like a traditional commodity. In fact, today’s LNG market is not unlike the oil market 
20 years ago, with more supply coming online, and more commercial, entrepreneurial traders 
looking to create value.

LNG is growing in popularity around the world, as a cleaner alternative energy source that is 
in many ways preferable to traditional sources such as coal. Looking forward, LNG appears to 
be cheaper, cleaner, in more plentiful supply, and its range of uses seems to be expanding into 
areas like truck and transportation fuel. In the USA, discovery of new LNG sources is opening 
up supply. With the European markets already oversupplied, buyers are now becoming more 
powerful. They no longer want to be constrained by long-term supply contracts. Instead, they 
seek greater flexibility in purchasing volumes as well as conditions, at a time when production 
volumes are expected to increase dramatically, and as such, we see the emergence of LNG 
trading.

In Asia, the LNG market has traditionally been dominated by producers like Exxon Mobil, Chev-
ron, ConocoPhillips, BP and Shell, but now other trading businesses are coming online, includ-
ing Gunvor and Trafigura. The closure of nuclear power plants has increased demand for LNG 
in countries such as Japan and Korea, and Singapore in particular is rapidly emerging as a 
regional – if not global – hub, as the government seeks to position it as an LNG trading capital.

But while traders, producers and utilities players are all moving to set up offices in Singapore, no 
doubt attracted by a proximity to Southeast Asian counterparts, along with an English-speaking 
business community and a stable economy, the shortage of talent is also presenting specific 
challenges. LNG trading talent is disproportionately located in Europe, North America and Aus-
tralia, and as such, finding people with the necessary networks in Asia and sound understand-
ing of local cultures can be tricky.



The jockeying for position that is going on amongst the major players in the LNG space high-
lights the issue. On the one hand, producers can no longer rely on marketing long-term vol-
umes, because customers are less willing to commit to long-term contracts, and hence they 
are looking for talented individuals who can trade on a shorter term basis. Meanwhile, utility 
companies are no longer simply procuring LNG for their customers, but are increasingly looking 
to generate new profit lines by selling to customers, and so they, too, are setting up offices in 
the Asia region and looking to hire.

Then there are the trading companies, many of whom have struggled to gain a foothold in LNG, 
but which continue in their attempts to do so. Gunvor and Trafigura have been very successful, 
and are now buying and selling LNG in the spot market, adding liquidity.

Finally, we see the investment banks, which used to trade physical LNG but are no longer in-
terested, as the current regulatory environment and requisite capital investments do not fit their 
business profiles. But even without the banks, LNG is expected to overtake pipeline gas as 
the most traded form of gas within the next two decades, and more and more companies are 
coming in with a view to revolutionising trading. While the banks have provided a small source 
of talent by exiting the market, the bulk of LNG trading skills are still concentrated with the pro-
ducers, and others are having to work hard to tempt people to move.

To attract the best individuals, we see businesses coming up with ever-more creative remu-
neration and compensation packages. A trading house that has never been involved in LNG, 
seeking to make an entrance, needs to offer big packages if it is to convince individuals to take 
the risk. We have seen some trading companies fail: Mercuria, for instance, tried to gain a foot-
hold in LNG by offering large compensation packages to lure traders, only to be forced to exit 
the business soon afterwards.

Moving forward, the demand for LNG trading talent in Singapore looks set to surge further still, 
as companies seek to capitalise on opportunities in countries like China. There, the domestic 
gas market has not been accessed to its full potential by international corporations, and there 
is an opportunity to make money for people with the local knowledge to do so. China saw a 
significant increase in LNG imports in 2016, even though LNG is yet to overtake cheap coal as 
the market’s fuel of choice.

In other emerging economies like India, the demand for electricity is growing and it is question-
able whether LNG will usurp that demand.

Fortunately, we see a global market for LNG talent, with individuals in Europe, the US and else-
where often willing to move and fill the gap in Singapore’s human resource pipeline. But the 
major players on the ground in Asia are keen to develop local talent, and particularly, to build 
up the supply of individuals with the requisite skills in the under-40s age range, where the pool 
is extremely small.

We expect 2017 to be a busy year for LNG moves in Singapore, and with financial trading in 
LNG also set to take off – as it starts to be speculatively traded as well physically – we antici-
pate a huge boom in the industry over the next 24 months. Prepare to see more LNG traders, 
producers and utilities players from around the world setting up shop in Singapore, and paying 
above the odds in order to get the right people on board to run their operations.



Recent CSP Placements 

• Physical Gasoline Trader
• Fertilizer Trader
• Financial Coal Trader
• Base Metals Trader
• Gas & Power Trading Manager
• Meteorologist
• Senior Legal Counsel
• Chief Compliance Officer
• Energy Risk Manager
• Global Head of Financial Reporting

Recent CSP Research Projects 

• Top PnL Generating Coal Traders, Europe
• Compensation report supporting London 

relocation
• Fertilizer Trading Market Map
• Ring Dealer Market Map
• European Competitor Market Report - Gas 

& Power

Recent market moves

• Guillaume Letessier, formerly Trafigura, has joined BB Energy Trading in a business devel-
opment capacity working from the firms Dubai office.

• Noble Group has recently hired Chris McAleese in London as regional head of crude oil 
trading. McAleese traded at Hartree (formerly Hetco) for six years until 2015 and prior to 
that spent two decades at BP.

• Johnny Bae, Managing Director at SK Energy Europe, has relocated to Singapore to man-
age the firm’s global distillates book. He has been replaced in London by SH Yoon.

• Glen Howitt, Light Ends Trader formerly with Engelhart Commodity Trading Partners, has 
joined Arcadia Petroleum in a similar role. This move will re-unite Howitt with Mark Heath 
and Simon Stanley who joined the business in 2016.

• Philip Hawley, formerly an Oil Trader at Citadel, has joined Tamoil to establish the firms 
trading business.

• Andrew Baynham has joined OMV Supply & Trading as a Senior Crude Trader. He previ-
ously spent 19 years with Arcadia Petroleum in various positions and managed the firms 
North Sea book between 2013 - 2015.

• Socar Trading have hired Antoine Hardy as a Gasoline Trader, based in Geneva. Hardy 
previously traded gasoline at TOTSA.

• Mike Condick has left Centrica to join Millenium partners as a Senior Gas Analyst.
• Bela Gulacsi has left Axpo to Energi Danmark as Head of Cross-commodities Trading.
• Jan Kozusnik, a former Executive Director at Goldman Sachs, has resigned from Axpo to 

join to join Alpiq as Head of Power Trading in Prague.



• Daniel Burri, a Power Plant Asset Trader and Portfolio Manager at Axpo, resigned at the 
end of January and is set to re-join BKW as Head of Portfolio Management.

• Eivind Helland a Senior Power Options Trader and Power Analysts Rosa Maria Rodriguez 
and Mathias Grimm have left Axpo.

• Ross Mcintyre, a former Managing Director of EMEA Power, Gas and Emissions Trading at 
Deutsche Bank, has joined EDF Trading.

• Stephen Cornish has left Koch Supply & Trading.
• ElectroRoute hired Tim Forster, the former Head of U.K. Renewable Energy Origination at 

Statkraft.
• Hans Stoldt has left Ameropa and has joined VTB Capital as an Ags Trader.
• Enrico Gavazzoni, ex Head of LNG, Coal and Freight Risk at Uniper has joined RasGas in 

Doha as Commercial Analysis Specialist.
• Eric Francey has left Mercuria as the Co-Head of Middle Office EMEA and joined Sahara 

as Head of Risk.
• Thomas Ruckebusch went from Mercuria as Co-Head of Middle Office to Oryx Energies as 

Head of Risk.
• Yu-Lun Tang went from Deutsche Bank as Market Risk Manager to Citi Bank as Market 

Risk Manager.
• Zosha West has joined Oak Capital as Operations Manager after having time out of the 

industry. She was previously a Product Control Manager at PetroChina.
• Darran Seho has joined Oak Capital as Market Risk Manager, he joins from BP where he 

was in a Market Risk role.
• Matt Jansen has resigned from Cofco with immediate effect.
• Martin Humphries the  ex Global Head of Transformation Projects at Cofco is currently on 

gardening leave.
• Peter Hurrell the Head of ETRM from Axpo is leaving to pursue projects
• Suraj Kumar has been promoted to Global Head of Commodities Technology at Citi.
• Stephen Banks Sr. Counsel at ECTP has joined Trailstone as a General Counsel.
• John Prosser Compliance Officer at Centrica has joined BNP Paribas as Compliance Of-

ficer
• Ricardo Rossi Sr. Regulatory Affairs Manager at Gazprom has joined Centrica as a Senior 

Regulatory Affairs Manager
• Jan Schmidt Sr. Regulatory Affairs at Gazprom has joined Alpiq as a Senior Regulatory 

Affairs Manager
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Americas Review

Introduction 

Welcome to Commodity Search Partners’ North American Market Review. We will be publish-
ing a quarterly newsletter to keep you informed of the latest market trends and people moves 
across various commodities and functions. 

Each quarter we will be producing a White Paper which will focus on different commodity mar-
kets. For this edition, we focus on the US oil market and its impact on the talent pool.  

Thanks for reading.

Brad Knox, Managing Director, Americas 

Political Landscape

The changing political landscape in the United States and its potential impact on the global 
commodity markets has understandably been a key topic for many of our clients. Whilst it is too 
early to predict how the new administration will affect the commodity markets; their stated aim 
is cut through the red tape in order to free up exploration, production and transportation. From 
a domestic perspective, this will have positive implications for oil and natural gas output. 

There is also speculation that the new administration will look to repeal Dodd-Frank. If this were 
to materialize the general sentiment is that many of the larger investment banks who exited 
physical commodity trading could look to re-enter the market.



Strong US oil market fuels demand for talent  

By Laura Berger - Principal Consultant, Commodity Search Partners

The US oil market had a strong year in 2016, on the back of a record-breaking 2015 for trading 
houses, with the first crude exports leaving for Europe in 40 years and America finally becoming 
a major exporter. With a decent amount of production taking place in the Middle East as well 
as Iran coming back into play following the partial lifting of sanctions, there was an oversupply 
across both crude and products which has led to a record high in combined crude and product 
stocks.

A number of derivatives traders generated high returns in the two days after the November 
announcement by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) that it would 
halt the supply of 1.2 million barrels a day from January 2017. This was followed in December 
by non-OPEC countries agreeing to cut their output in a move to reduce oversupply and boost 
prices, signalling the first global pact in 15 years and prompting the trading houses that had 
called the move to start expanding their teams.

Such announcements always heavily influence the market and drive price volatility; however, 
we now expect the oil price to bounce between $45 and $60 a barrel throughout 2017, with 
crude consistently stabilizing somewhere around $55 towards the end of the year. 

As a result of the bullish conditions, we continue to see more foreign companies looking to set 
up operations in the US which is driving continuing demand for strong talent. Last year saw 
Socar, the state oil company of Azerbaijan, and Gunvor, the fourth largest crude oil trader in the 
world, both moving to expand in the US and we expect more to follow them in the year ahead. 

Gasoline was the hot topic for 2016 and we expect 2017 to be a transition for that market, with 
gasoline still high in inventory. Last year, businesses grew across both the financial and phys-
ical refined products space, with a particular focus on recruiting proprietary traders, and we 
anticipate more of the same this year.

We have seen continued movement of talent from the banks and the oil majors to physical trad-
ing houses in recent years, with Barclays being the latest institution to leave the energy trading 
space completely. It is hard to predict how this trend will play out in 2017, which will be an in-
teresting year due to political events on both sides of the Atlantic, but we could see changes in 
the banking field as the Trump administration looks to potentially revise both the Dodd-Frank 
Act and the Volcker Rule. Both pieces of legislation, introduced after the global financial crisis, 
placed restrictions on banks that limited their traders. Though we do not immediately anticipate 
any wholesale turnaround of that strategy even if the rules are relaxed, there is potential for an 
increase in hiring on the banking side if moves are made to remove red tape, and we continue 
to closely watch developments on that front.

With the US energy markets so strong and oil prices finally climbing, the trend is for major 
global firms to look to be competitive in this market and, therefore, we expect a busy year for 
movement of talent in 2017.



Power 

The physical power markets have been dramatically affected by cheaper natural gas, growing 
renewable energy generation and supply, and overall weaker demand. As a result, we’ve seen 
many of the long-standing utilities and IPPs put their assets up for sale and focus more on 
earning steadier returns from retail rather than from wholesale. In their wake, we are seeing 
private equity firms step in and purchase generation assets and take advantage of the volatility 
provided in physical involvement in the power markets. Many of these private equity firms are 
managing and optimizing these assets or plan to do so after successfully closing a significant 
number of deals.

Natural Gas

The physical Natural Gas players have been divesting assets - spurring activity from the Hedge 
Funds and Private Equity firms to actively acquire these assets to strengthen their portfolios. 
This has led to the hiring of talent that can develop the organization’s ability to optimise these 
assets, with a view to potentially trading around them. The changing landscape of the market 
has seen the consolidation of executive level roles, with regional some heads taking account-
ability for both power and gas portfolios. Physical Originators, particularly with East Coast con-
nections, are in demand in order to provide our clients’ trading desks more optionality in their 
platforms.



Softs & Ags  

The agriculture trading market has experienced exponential interest from international agri-
culture trading merchants looking to grow their operations in the US and Canada in the grains 
market. The reason for this can be linked to the bullish stance on exporting significant quantities 
of grains from the US to other destinations. Exports have expanded as a result of robust foreign 
demand increasing from China and Southeast Asia. 

Moving into 2017, there has been an impressive bull run in sugar and coffee with double digit 
returns being posted in 2016. We have experienced a significant level of investment from en-
ergy trading merchants and hedge funds looking to capitalise on these opportunities in the soft 
and agriculture trading market. This trend can be measured by the high profile executive moves 
of soft and agriculture traders from established ‘ABCDs’ to energy merchants that are looking 
to grow their portfolio and exposure in the agriculture trading market. With the focus predom-
inately being on trading financial derivatives products in the move towards a more asset light 
trading approach.

LNG

We have seen greater activity in the LNG space over the past six months, with more projects 
coming online as shale gas turns the US into a major exporter. The deregulation of the Mexican 
market and increased gas consumption in South America has seen the demand for LNG Mar-
keters/Originators in the LATAM region increase significantly.



Recent market moves  

Oil & Products

• Renaud Baudoin, a Gasoline Trader at Atlantic Trading and Marketing, joined Trafigura in 
Houston a similar capacity.

• Trafigura have also hired Sameem Lutfi, a Derivatives Trader from Citi to join the team in 
Houston.

• Gunvor have continued their buildout with the hire of Luciano Batista from Shell. Luciano 
joins the business as a Naphtha Trader in Houston.

• Mike Ehrenberg, Director Refined Products and Crude Basis Trading, has left Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch to join Millennium Management in New York.

• Tyler Schmidt, a Gasoline Trader, has resigned from Cargill to join Freepoint Commodities 
in Houston.

• Macquarie Group is acquiring Cargill’s global crude and products business.
• Alexander Danielides, a senior trader on the natural gas liquids desk, has left Goldman 

Sachs in Houston.

Gas & Power

• Kevin Libby, a managing director responsible for the mid-Atlantic and New York-ISO gener-
ation portfolios at Exelon subsidiary Constellation, is set to join Talen Energy. 

• Mercuria Energy Group has hired Adam Raphaely, a senior v.p. at Noble Group, as head of 
environmental products trading.

• Jason Vogler, head of North American natural gas and LNG trading, has resigned from 
Koch Supply & Trading (KS&T).

• Houston-based energy commodities firm BioUrja Trading has hired Kevin Lambert, a for-
mer natural gas trader at Aquila Energy Marketing. 

• Jeff Blice, a former term power trader at DTE Energy Trading in Houston, is set to join the 
wholesale energy trading group at Xcel Energy. 

• Ron Leshinski, head Northeast power trader, recently left Koch Industries Inc. affiliate Koch 
Energy Services. 

• Power traders Kenny Brush and Tara Kelly left Mercuria.
• Louis Martinsen, a power and gas originator, left Talen Energy.
• Frank Riley, Head of North American Power Trading, and Kim Jostworth, a Northeast power 

basis trader, left Trailstone.
• John Lucas, a real-time power trader in Vancouver, has left Morgan Stanley.
• Anish Hariharan has joined EDF Trading from Goldman Sachs. Anish will be heading up 

East power trading for EDF.
• Vitol hired Ziad Fleyhan, a former director of east power trading at Direct Energy, and Brian 

Palans, a former manager of east cash power trading at Direct Energy. 
• Virgil Brown, a director of origination and flow trading, is understood to have resigned from 

EDF Trading in Houston to join TransAlta.
• Uniper Global Commodities has hired Bill Nielsen, director of sales and marketing at NRG 

Energy subsidiary Boston Energy Trading and Marketing
• Mike Davis, a vice president of power marketing and origination, left Noble Group in Hou-

ston and joined Dynegy. 
• Debbie Hart, the Chief Operating Officer for Morgan Stanley’s physical North American 

power and gas trading business, has retired.
• Jay Rubinstein, Head of North America Natural Gas Trading at Morgan Stanley has been 

promoted to Managing Director.
• Uniper has hired Peter Abdo, head of EMEA structuring and origination at Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch, as Global Head Of Origination and LNG.
• Gunvor USA has hired Chris Jendras, Managing Director at Mercuria Energy Group, who 

co-managed the firm’s Northeast natural gas trading book; and Marc Cavallero, a Vice 
President of natural gas basis trading at Mercuri

• Harrison DeStefano, Head of Natural Gas Trading at Citadel, has resigned. Brian Sestak 
will move internally to replace him.
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• RJ Hayes, a US Natural Gas Trader has left Twin Eagle Resource Management, to join 
Citadel as a Northeast US Gas Trader.

• John Wasack, Vice President – Natural Gas Options Trading at BNP Paribas in New York, 
has left the business.

• Stephen Cornish, Managing Director for Global Natural Gas, LNG, Power and Renewable 
Energy at Koch Supply and Trading, is leaving the business. Colin Moore, Senior Vice Pres-
ident of Trading is to succeed him.

• Marc Dickson, former Human Resource Manager at bin Houston, has joined Centurion 
Midstream.

Agriculture & Softs

• Nicholas Scaduto, formerly Martin Fund Management has joined Armenia Coffee Corp as 
a Portfolio Manager.

• John Norfolk, Head of Coffee in Vietnam has transferred internally with Louis Dreyfus in 
New York as a Senior Coffee Trader.

• Coffee America have hired Mike Yee as a Senior Risk Manager to focus on futures and 
derivatives coffee trading.

• John Coyne has left Volcafe and joins Amcafe as the Director of Trading.
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APAC Review

Introduction 

Welcome to Commodity Search Partners’ Asia Market Review and a whitepaper discussing 
developments in global LNG trading. 

We will be publishing a quarterly newsletter to keep you informed of the latest market trends 
and people moves across various commodities and functions. In this edition, we aim to share 
with you the current trends of LNG, the effect of LNG to the commodity industry and the evolu-
tion of the LNG talent pool. 

Historically we see hiring activities spike after bonuses are paid traditionally in March or April, 
however this year we are experiencing a busy start to 2017.  

As privately owned refineries in China are becoming lesser dependent on state owned com-
panies to import oil, the imports of crude oil rose to record levels. It is expected that outbound 
shipments of refined products from China will continue to increase in 2017.  Consequently we 
see Chinese oil companies expanding internationally, setting up trading desks in Singapore and 
actively hiring local talent. Further to this, the reduced price of crude has created a significant 
demand for middle distillates and gasoline traders. In terms of bonus, we have seen gross 
margins increase however bonus pool allocation has reduced as companies have increased 
diversified revenue streams from more investments and structured financing activities. 

In softs and agricultural trading, we continue to work with clients to identify top trading talent in 
grains and oilseed where hiring has been comparatively stable. A notable trend we have been 
seeing is palm producers expanding into downstream marketing. This has led to a demand for 
commercial individuals who can help companies access and develop new markets. In dairy, 
companies continue to grow as they identify significant growth potential in the emerging mar-
kets as well as volatility and trading opportunities. As a result, we have been retained by clients 
to undertake searches across the region in particularly China. Overall, agricultural trading com-
panies have experienced sharp decline in profits and therefore bonuses for 2017 are expected 
to be less than in previous years.

In metals, copper and aluminium has been growing due to an increase demand in China. We 
are seeing Japanese trading companies and producers looking to attract top talent from the 
independent trading houses who can help develop an international trading business. As some 
energy companies have retrenched their metal trading activities, this has created opportunities 
for smaller more niche businesses to set up and hire traders.  

Thanks for reading.

Katie Tu, Managing Consultant, Singapore 



As LNG trading takes off, talent is in hot demand 

By Alex Lee, Principal Consultant, Singapore

Historically, liquified natural gas (LNG) has not been traded as a commodity in the same way 
as oil, gas and metals, with the market dominated instead by capital-intensive LNG producers 
looking to sell supplies on a long-term basis. In recent years, however, we have seen the mar-
ket become more liquid. With the emergence of lower gas and oil prices globally, this has led 
more traders to move into the LNG market, which tends to offer high margin opportunities, but 
in the context of high risk.

With relatively few people in the market capable of trading LNG, trading talent that is able to 
identify unconventional sources of supply, and customers, is in hot demand. LNG profession-
als tend to come out of the major producers, such as Shell, Chevron and ConocoPhillips, but 
even there, the skillsets are often focused on selling rather than trading. We now see a growing 
desire in the LNG market globally for people who can not only sell, but also buy, as LNG be-
comes more like a traditional commodity. In fact, today’s LNG market is not unlike the oil market 
20 years ago, with more supply coming online, and more commercial, entrepreneurial traders 
looking to create value.

LNG is growing in popularity around the world, as a cleaner alternative energy source that is 
in many ways preferable to traditional sources such as coal. Looking forward, LNG appears to 
be cheaper, cleaner, in more plentiful supply, and its range of uses seems to be expanding into 
areas like truck and transportation fuel. In the USA, discovery of new LNG sources is opening 
up supply. With the European markets already oversupplied, buyers are now becoming more 
powerful. They no longer want to be constrained by long-term supply contracts. Instead, they 
seek greater flexibility in purchasing volumes as well as conditions, at a time when production 
volumes are expected to increase dramatically, and as such, we see the emergence of LNG 
trading.

In Asia, the LNG market has traditionally been dominated by producers like Exxon Mobil, Chev-
ron, ConocoPhillips, BP and Shell, but now other trading businesses are coming online, includ-
ing Gunvor and Trafigura. The closure of nuclear power plants has increased demand for LNG 
in countries such as Japan and Korea, and Singapore in particular is rapidly emerging as a 
regional – if not global – hub, as the government seeks to position it as an LNG trading capital.

But while traders, producers and utilities players are all moving to set up offices in Singapore, no 
doubt attracted by a proximity to Southeast Asian counterparts, along with an English-speaking 
business community and a stable economy, the shortage of talent is also presenting specific 
challenges. LNG trading talent is disproportionately located in Europe, North America and Aus-
tralia, and as such, finding people with the necessary networks in Asia and sound understand-
ing of local cultures can be tricky.



The jockeying for position that is going on amongst the major players in the LNG space high-
lights the issue. On the one hand, producers can no longer rely on marketing long-term vol-
umes, because customers are less willing to commit to long-term contracts, and hence they 
are looking for talented individuals who can trade on a shorter term basis. Meanwhile, utility 
companies are no longer simply procuring LNG for their customers, but are increasingly looking 
to generate new profit lines by selling to customers, and so they, too, are setting up offices in 
the Asia region and looking to hire.

Then there are the trading companies, many of whom have struggled to gain a foothold in LNG, 
but which continue in their attempts to do so. Gunvor and Trafigura have been very successful, 
and are now buying and selling LNG in the spot market, adding liquidity.

Finally, we see the investment banks, which used to trade physical LNG but are no longer in-
terested, as the current regulatory environment and requisite capital investments do not fit their 
business profiles. But even without the banks, LNG is expected to overtake pipeline gas as 
the most traded form of gas within the next two decades, and more and more companies are 
coming in with a view to revolutionising trading. While the banks have provided a small source 
of talent by exiting the market, the bulk of LNG trading skills are still concentrated with the pro-
ducers, and others are having to work hard to tempt people to move.

To attract the best individuals, we see businesses coming up with ever-more creative remu-
neration and compensation packages. A trading house that has never been involved in LNG, 
seeking to make an entrance, needs to offer big packages if it is to convince individuals to take 
the risk. We have seen some trading companies fail: Mercuria, for instance, tried to gain a foot-
hold in LNG by offering large compensation packages to lure traders, only to be forced to exit 
the business soon afterwards.

Moving forward, the demand for LNG trading talent in Singapore looks set to surge further still, 
as companies seek to capitalise on opportunities in countries like China. There, the domestic 
gas market has not been accessed to its full potential by international corporations, and there 
is an opportunity to make money for people with the local knowledge to do so. China saw a 
significant increase in LNG imports in 2016, even though LNG is yet to overtake cheap coal as 
the market’s fuel of choice.

In other emerging economies like India, the demand for electricity is growing and it is question-
able whether LNG will usurp that demand.

Fortunately, we see a global market for LNG talent, with individuals in Europe, the US and else-
where often willing to move and fill the gap in Singapore’s human resource pipeline. But the 
major players on the ground in Asia are keen to develop local talent, and particularly, to build 
up the supply of individuals with the requisite skills in the under-40s age range, where the pool 
is extremely small.

We expect 2017 to be a busy year for LNG moves in Singapore, and with financial trading in 
LNG also set to take off – as it starts to be speculatively traded as well physically – we antici-
pate a huge boom in the industry over the next 24 months. Prepare to see more LNG traders, 
producers and utilities players from around the world setting up shop in Singapore, and paying 
above the odds in order to get the right people on board to run their operations.



Oil - Recent market moves 

• Sarina Loh, has joined China Aviation Oil to develop their crude trading desk. She was for-
merly at Itochu in Singapore

• David Cheyney, a Gasoline Trader has joined Ampol in Singpaore. Previously he worked 
at Reliance

• Moataz Abed, a cross commodity derivative traders has joined Noble Group from DBS
• Said Thong Chu, who previously managed BP’s Crude Oil book in Asia, has joined Kernel 

Oil as the Managing Director
• Jason Gan has joined Clearsource in Singapore as a Middle Distillates Trader. He previ-

ously worked at Cargill
• Frank Arrica, a Distillates trader at Lukoil has resigned to join Petrochina in Singapore
• Several traders have departed Trafigura: Yohan David (Fuel Oil), Tara Behtash (Gasoline), 

James Carter (Crude) and Dan Chesterman (Middle Distillates)
• Hadi Zamani will be joining Total as a Fuel Oil Trader from Kuo Oil. He replaces Wei Ran 

who moved to BP
• Barclays has closed what was left of their commodities business. Nirmit Joshi and Scott 

Foster were the traders in Singapore
• Carol Wen, a crude trader at Brightoil in Singapore has resigned. She is expected to resur-

face in a new role soon
• Koi Ke, Head of Vitol’s LPG business in Asia has left the business
• Yuki Hiro has joined Engie in Singapore to head the LPG trading activities. He was previ-

ously at Mabanaft. He has been replaced by Chanho Kim from Ginga Petroleum
• Jerome Jung has resigned from Winson Oil
• Yik Shiong Leow has resigned from his Crude Oil trading position at Gazprom
• Sodai Tanaka, a Distillates trader has resigned from Castleton Commodities International 

to join Mercuria
• Gunvor has hired Pierre De Rouge from Koch Supply and Trading



LNG - Recent market moves

• Siddharth Roy departed Koch Supply & Trading where he was head of LNG. He has joined 
Tellurian Investments in Singapore

• Andrew Seck has joined Anadarko as VP Marketing and Shipping. He was the Head of Asia 
LNG for Uniper

• Samuele Ravelli has joined Origin Energy in Sydney. He was previously responsible for 
LNG Trading at Uniper in Singapore

• Patrick MacDonald, has joined Gunvor in Singapore as an LNG Trader. He was previously 
at BG Group

• Uniper has hired Jake Kurata as Head of LNG Asia. He joins from Osaka Gas

Hard Commodities - Recent market moves 

• Rhys Pittam has left Standard Chartered due to a restructure at the bank
• Castleton Commodities International have hired Ivan Petev as Head of Base Metals Trad-

ing in Asia. Petev previously ran the Copper book at Macquarie
• Max Cheng  has joined Rhodium Resources as a coal trading manager. He was previously 

a coal trader at Engie.
• Glencore has restructured their Coal Freight desk in Singapore. Consequently Harjote Sin-

gh has left the business
• Siang Loong Wang has joined Mitsubishi RtM in Singapore. Previously he was at BHP 

Billiton
• Guy Williams has resigned from Westpac where he was head of Bulk Commodities Trading



Softs and Agri - Recent market moves 

• Roy Suranjan, Head of Palm at Chinatex has left the company. Following this they also lost 
a trader Chang Kentt Yong to another commodity trading house

• George Tee and Anastasia Liau from Louis Dreyfus Grains and Oilseed team have left to 
join a new venture in Malaysia

• Cargill’s Head of Grains and Oilseed, Kamran Qamar has left to join AAA as a Country 
Manager for the downstream business in Pakistan

• Olam has hired Fred Wang, previously Country Manager for Davisco Foods to join the team 
as General Manager for the Dairy business in China

• Alex Tan and Nicholas Chan has both left Olam’s palm trading team
• Olam’s has hired Santhosh Kumar as Head of Supply Chain for the Palm division. He was 

previously a Trading Manager at Cargill
• Ram Manepalli has joined Acalpo and was previously the Head of Destinations Trading 

(India) at Golden Agri
• Matt Jansen, CEO of Cofco International has left the company and replaced by Jingtao 

Chi as CEO of both Cofco Agi and Cofco International. Kevin Brassington, Global Head of 
Grains and Oilseeds has also left the firm

• Daniel Ong, senior palm oil broker has left INTL FCStone
• Selina Yang has been named chief operating officer for Cofco Agri. This follows the an-

nouncement of Matt Jansen’s departure
• Frederik Groth, CEO of the ADM’s Asia trading business has left the company
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Finance, Risk, Legal, Compliance - Recent market moves

• Trafigura has hired Jyoti Mishra, previously Compliance Officer from BP, as Compliance 
Manager in Singapore

• Grace Tian joined Castleton Commodities International as Associate Director - Credit from 
Petrochina

• Freepoint has hired Lydia Lim, previously Credit Manager from Gunvor to join the team
• Dane Alexander, Head of Business Development, has left Engelhart to join Macquarie
• Gunvor has hired Iain Sharp as the Head of Legal Asia Pacific. He was previously a partner 

with Dentons Rodyk
• Vima Japabalan, Head of Energy Research and Strategy at CCI has left and joining BP as 

the Head of Trading Analytics
• Mi Nie Ho, Head of Credit at Mercuria has left the company to join Mitsubishi RtM
• Lawrence Ho, Asia Tax Director at Noble Group has left and joined a technology company
• Adeline Mariau has joined Socar Trading as a Regional Financial Controller. She was pre-

viously the Asia Oilseed Controller at Louis Dreyfus Company
• Kenny Ouyang, previously with Shell, has joined Glencore as an Assistant Risk Manager
• Simon Gockeritz has resigned from Socar Trading’s middle office team
• Jonathan Lam has joined Socar Trading as Middle Officer. He was previously working with 

BHP Billiton as Product Risk Analyst
• Ricky Pang, Senior Insurance Analyst at Trafigura has left the company
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